
A Modern Form of Slavery. Trafficking of Burmese Women and Girls into Brothels in Thailand. Video. Photo Gallery. Subject to debt bondage, illegal confinement, various forms of sexual and physical abuse, and exposure to HIV in the brothels, they then face wrongful arrest as illegal immigrants if they try to escape or if the brothels are raided by Thai police. (A Modern Form of Slavery: Trafficking and Child Prostitution in Northern Thailand). In reality, they are transported to southern brothels where they are beaten, raped, and put to work servicing 10 to 20 men a day. Just within a few hours of being brought into the brothel, those girls are still in pain and shock. The youngest of children who have a little understanding of what is happening is overwhelming and causes a horrible trauma. At first, as they resist sexual encounters, they are badly beaten and some might be killed. According to the online article titled Slavery in Thailand Today, another reason why child prostitution still exists is because of the corruption of the government and political system which causes the issue of sexual slavery to be overlooked and minimized. A Modern Form of Slavery book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Start by marking A Modern Form of Slavery: Trafficking of Burmese Women and Girls into Brothels in Thailand as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Women and girls comprise 71% of all modern slavery victims. Children make up 25% and account for 10 million of all the slaves worldwide. What are the slaves being forced to do? In certain countries such as Mauritania, people are born into hereditary slavery if their mother was a slave. Again, women and girls bear the brunt of these statistics, comprising 99% of all victims in the commercial sex industry, and 58% in other sectors, according to the ILO. Where is this happening? Statistically, modern slavery is most prevalent in Africa, followed by Asia and the Pacific, according to the Global Slavery Index, which publishes country-by-country rankings on modern slavery figures and government responses to tackle the issues. Slavery chart.